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Economic Update
Consumer confidence in the U.S. jumped to the highest level since last
July as a stronger jobs market and higher incomes/spending contributed
to a more positive outlook. The Thomson Reuters University of Michigan
Consumer Sentiment index hit 82.6 this month, with a solid payrolls
report from last week and optimistic expectations for wage growth. A
pickup in wages led by increased employment opportunities would be a
major boost to consumer spending, which is the largest contributor in the
U.S. economy.
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Prices rose in the U.S. from the producer side in March but in the service
sector only, which has only been an element of the index for a few
months. Overall, the PPI index notched a 0.5% increase from last month,
including a 0.7% gain from the service sector while goods prices were
flat. The first quarter of 2014 has been especially strong for this inflation
indicator despite the flat month for goods. PPI for goods is up 1.2% since
this time last year, but up 3.2% as an annual rate in the past three
months. This trend could be an indication of a sooner-than-expected pickup in inflation, at least from the production side, and could have effects
on Fed policy if these trends begin to show in headline inflation figures.
The IMF released a forecast this week stating Chinese growth will remain
around 7.5% this year, pulling down overall emerging market growth to
just under 5%. If this holds true, it will be the lowest Chinese GDP figure
since 1990. The IMF maintains that the U.S. is still the primary engine of
global growth, but it will not contribute as much as it once did to the world
economy, and neither will emerging nations that were growing at
staggering paces throughout the 1990s and 2000s. According to the
report, the U.S. is set to grow at an estimated 2.8% in 2014, and based
on its size should contribute 0.52% to the overall 3.9% of world economic
growth. Despite the contribution making up nearly 1/8 of global growth,
this is significantly less than the average 0.80% that it added throughout
the 1980s and 1990s.
SEE IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES ON BACK PAGE.
Source: Bureau of Economic Analysis, U.S. Department of Commerce, Federal Reserve Banks, U.S.
Department of Labor, U.S. Department of Commerce, The Conference Board, the National Association of
Realtors, the National Association of Home Builders, the European Central Bank.
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After weeks of mostly flat returns, U.S. Treasuries finished the week
higher amid speculation the Federal Reserve is not prepared to
accelerate the timing of interest rate increases as previously thought.
Data on inflation and employment remain to be factors influencing the
central bank’s policy outlook. Many indicators have been suggesting
inflation stays below the Fed’s 2% target rate in the near-term, and many
strategists feel they will err on the side of caution in determining an
optimal time to increase rates. As fears mount about emerging market
economic growth, U.S. mutual funds with significant exposure to
corporate bonds in this area of the market might be at risk, according to a
recent International Monetary Fund report. Bonds issued by companies in
developing markets including Brazil, China, Russia, and Turkey
experienced significant growth as central banks committed to bond
purchase programs to stimulate economic growth. At the same time,
given low yields on most debt in developed countries, investors flocked to
these bonds given their high interest rates. Noting a potential for
economic growth to slow, the IMF report estimates “problematic”
corporate loans could increase by as much as $750 billion, which would
likely trigger an upturn in defaults. Asset management companies like
Fidelity and PIMCO, who bought these securities in more favorable
conditions, may have difficulties selling them if interest rates begin to rise.
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SEE IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES ON BACK PAGE. Source: Bloomberg, FTN Financial, The Wall Street Journal, U.S. Department of Treasury.

U.S. Investment Grade Corporate Bond Spreads (BBB-A), in bps
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Stock Market Update
It was a volatile week for equities across the globe as investors digested
mixed economic data, Federal Reserve meeting minutes, and profit
taking in biotech and other high beta stocks. Stocks rallied on
Wednesday as minutes from the most recent Fed meeting indicated it
may stay more accommodative than recent projections indicated, but
then fell sharply on Thursday and Friday. For the week, the Dow was
down 2.4% to close out at 16,026.75. The broader S&P 500 Index
declined 2.7% to end the week at 1,815.69. On Thursday the NASDAQ
Composite Index suffered its worst day since 2011, falling 129.79 points,
or 3.1%. For the week the NASDAQ closed 3.1% lower at 3999.73.

Weekly Change
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International stocks were mixed this week. European equities as
measured by the STOXX 600 Index fell 3.1%, in line with the U.S. market.
After Thursday’s big sell-off at home, the Nikkei Index fell to its lowest
level since October, as the yen rallied and foreign investors dumped
Japanese stocks. For the week the index was down 7.3%. Stocks in
China, on the other hand, saw large gains this week. The Shanghai
Composite Index finished 3.5% higher for the week, despite data that
showed Chinese exports fell 6.6% compared to expectations for a 4.2%
gain. Investors in Chinese stocks cheered news of plans to allow
increased access by overseas investors via Hong Kong.
First quarter earnings season, which began this week, included reports
from Alcoa, JP Morgan and Wells Fargo. While Alcoa’s revenue for the
first quarter was below estimates, EPS surprised to the upside and
management reiterated its forecast for 7% growth in global aluminum
demand this year. The stock rallied 3.8% on the news. Wells Fargo
reported earnings ahead of expectations despite a 3% revenue decline
on slowing mortgage originations. Credit conditions continued to improve
as the company released reserves of $500 million compared to $200
million last year. JP Morgan’s earnings fell 18.5% as the bank suffered
not only from weaker mortgage lending, but also sluggish trading
revenue.
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SEE IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES ON BACK PAGE.
Prices reflect most recent data available at the time of publication
Source: Bloomberg, Russell Investment Company, Standard & Poor’s, Morgan Stanley Capital International,
The Wall Street Journal, MarketWatch, Cornerstone, Morngingstar
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West Texas Intermediate (WTI) crude climbed to five-week highs this
week as U.S. consumer confidence rose in April and gasoline demand
strengthened. Crude slipped to $103.38 a barrel on Friday, as recent
signs of sputtering economic growth in China suggested demand for
crude could weaken. Other factors influencing crude supplies include the
U.S. Energy Department stating the country's crude oil reserves rose for
a fourth straight year to their highest level since 1976 as hydraulic
fracturing methods have helped drillers unlock oil trapped in rock
formations. Also, traders kept a close eye on the reopening of four Libyan
export terminals, which have been delayed as the central government
and militias who had occupied the facilities failed to reach a definite
agreement. Crude’s close on Friday marks the biggest weekly gain so far
this year.

Weekly Change
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Gold recorded its best week in over a month on sagging risk appetite and
increasing hopes that the U.S. Federal Reserve would hold off on raising
interest rates as early as next year. Earlier this week, Bullion reached its
highest level since March 24th, hitting $1,324.40 an ounce, bolstered by
the Fed’s March meeting minutes which showed officials were not fond of
increasing interest rates shortly after unwinding bond purchases, as
markets had feared. The precious metal had come under pressure, falling
to a seven-week low earlier this month on signs that strong economic
data in the U.S. would prompt further dollar strengthening; coupled with
Fed Chair Janet Yellen hinting last month of the chance of hiking interest
rates in the first half of 2015. However, bullion gains were capped by
continuing outflows from gold funds and weak physical demand in Asia.
Coffee bean prices hit their highest level in more than two years amid
fears that droughts in Brazil could lead to a global shortage of coffee. The
price of arabica beans, the most popular variety, rose by 20% this week
and hit $2.07 a pound , the highest price since February 2012. So far this
year, the price of arabica beans, favored by Starbucks, Costa Coffee and
Caffè Nero, has risen by 70%.The price was driven higher on Thursday
by further dry weather forecasts for Brazil, the world's biggest producer,
which has already experienced its worst droughts in decades.
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SEE IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES ON BACK PAGE.
Prices reflect most recent data available at the time of publication
Source: Dow Jones, National Association of Real Estate Investment Trusts, Hedge Fund Research,
Bloomberg, The Wall Street Journal, The International Monetary Fund.
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Opinions herein are as of the publication date; they are not statements of facts and may include “forward-looking statements” which may or
may not be accurate over the long term. Report includes candid statements and observations regarding investment strategies, asset
allocation, individual securities, and economic and market conditions. Statements, opinions or forecasts not guaranteed; actual results could
differ materially. Do not place undue reliance on forward-looking statements. We disclaim any obligation to update or alter any forwardlooking statements.
MainStreet Advisors performance results reflect time-weighted rates of returns based upon MainStreet Advisors hypothetical model
strategies. Hypothetical performance results reflect the reinvestment of dividends and other earnings as well as the deduction of
management and transaction fees. Performance does not reflect additional fees charged by institutions which utilize MainStreet Advisors
investment advisory services. In some cases, performance reflects the quarterly rebalancing of assets based upon MainStreet Advisors
Tactical Asset Allocation Models.
Past performance may not be indicative of future results, and the performance of a specific individual account may vary substantially from
performance presented herein. Therefore, no current or prospective client should assume that future performance will be profitable or equal
the performance results reflected herein. In calculating account performance, MainStreet Advisors has relied upon information provided by
various sources believed to be accurate and reliable but cannot be guaranteed. All past recommendations are available upon request.
Investments in equities, fixed income, mutual funds, and exchange traded funds involve risk and may lose value.
Different types of investments involve varying degrees of risk, and there can be no assurance that any specific investment will be profitable.
MainStreet Advisors investment strategies may involve portfolio turnover, which could negatively impact the next after-tax gain experienced
by an individual client.
MainStreet Advisors displays its performance results in addition to the market index that it believes represents a similar strategy in terms of
asset allocation (stocks, bonds), generally accepted investment objectives (growth, income, or balanced), style benchmarks (growth, value,
or core), geographic allocations (US, Foreign, or Global), sector allocation potential, and cap size objective (small cap, mid cap, or large
cap). The index is shown in order for clients to make a comparison of performance for the designated time period. However, the indices
shown above may not completely reflect the risk or volatility of the overall market or of the risk taken by the MainStreet Advisors program.
The indices shown are not intended to be an absolute benchmark for the MainStreet Advisors program due to the fact that clients may not
be able to duplicate exact holdings in the indices shown. MainStreet Advisors programs may reallocate some or all assets in the program
to cash in response to market conditions, and MainStreet Advisors programs utilize a flexible management strategy with regard to equity
selection, cap size, style, and asset allocation. It should be noted that market indices are always fully invested and holdings are limited to
the index charter. The market index used for comparison is an unmanaged index and is a common measure of performance of the relevant
stock markets. They are not available for direct investment.
Any investments purchased or sold are not deposit accounts and are not endorsed by or insured by the Federal Deposit Insurance
Corporation (FDIC), are not obligations of the Bank, are not guaranteed by the Bank or any other entity, and involve investment risk,
including possible loss of principal. MainStreet Advisors and Bank are independently owned and operated. MainStreet Advisors is an SEC
registered investment advisor. Form ADV Part II is available upon request. MPFMU
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